Introduction. We can define high order derivations of an algebra into the ground field by diagrams. Then consider the same diagrams in the category of coalgebras. By reversing all the arrows in these diagrams, we come to a new notion -high order Lie-like elements of a coalgebra. These elements are useful in the study of the structure of coalgebras and sequences of divided powers.
1. Definitions and connections. Nakai [6] defined high order derivations from a commutative algebra A to an A -module M and derived some properties of them. If A has an augmentations, the ground field K becomes an A -module. If we restrict ourselves to high order «-differentiations (high order derivations of A to K), the commutativity of A is no longer necessary. Now we give the dual definition -high order Lie-like elements and state some dual properties (for direct proofs see [1] ).
Let (C, A, e) be a coalgebra. We denote by L a q (C) the set of g-th order Lie-like elements of C relative to a and put L a°°( C) = U?=i ^(C). 
With the help of Proposition 6.0.3 of [7] it is easy to see that Diff«l4 = L a [7] , it suffices to show that 8 < A is infinite dimensional (where, for each a G A, 8 < a is defined by 8 < a(x) = 8(ax) for all x Ç ^4). Consider ô < x*. We have 8 < #*(#*) = 8(x t 2 ) = 1 and if y ^ x* is any other element in the basis, 8 < x t (y) = 8(x l y) = 0. That is, 8 < x t = x f * is the element in A* dual to x^ Hence {8 < Xi}T=i is a linearly independent set. Thus 8 < A is infinite dimensional. Remark. One can find an example to show that Ker(a) being finitely generated is not a necessary condition.
Recall that a higher differentiation of an algebra A is a sequence (ôo, ôi, . . . , 8 n ) of elements in A* (where n may be infinite) such that for Now we reverse our direction. We shall connect high order Lie-like elements (respectively sequences of divided powers) of a coalgebra C with high order differentiations (respectively higher differentiations) of the algebra C*.
Let C be a coalgebra and a £ G(C). Then the map x -> x° (where x°(f) = /(*) for all feC*) embeds the set L a *(C) into the set Diff a o*(C*) for every positive integer q. It also embeds the set of sequences of divided powers in C into the set of higher differentiations of C*.
PROPOSITION 6. // C is finite dimensional and a £ G(C), then LJ(C) == Diff a o«(C*) as sets for every positive integer q and the set of sequences of divided powers in C is isomorphic to the set of higher differentiations of C*.
Proof. Since a is a group like element of C, it is easy to see that a 0 is an augmentation of C*. Since C is finite dimensional, Ker(a°) is finite dimensional. We can apply Proposition 4. Now
Finally the set of higher differentiations of C* is the set of sequences of divided powers in C*° = C** = C (Proposition 5), which is isomorphic to the set of sequences of divided powers in C.
2. Sequences of divided powers. 
Thus by our induction hypothesis, we see that Then by Proposition 8, (1, d\, . . Remarks. (1) In particular, the sequences of divided powers in a Hopf algebra H of characteristic zero are completely determined by the elements of W(H) andG(iJ).
. , d^_i, d/) is a sequence of divided powers in B. But by Proposition 7, dj -dj G Li 1 (B). Thus dy = d/ +
(2) The results of this section are for higher differentiations also (cf. Proposition 5).
3. The structure of coalgebras. We now show that high order Lie-like elements are useful in studying the structure of coalgebras.
For a G G(C), x G C and/ G C*, we set
We drop the subscript a if it is clear from the context. We shall show (cf.
Also, if we put P a l (C) = L a l (C), and for any integer n > 1 set P a n (C) = {x G C\Ax = a®x + x®a + y;y G X*dV(0 ®L a n -\C)} } then we shall show L a n (C) = P a n (C). Let (C, A, e) be a pointed irreducible coalgebra over K and a the group-like element of C. Then Ka is the coradical of C and we have
the coradical filtration on C, where C^ = A i+1 Ka and C = U C t . Let C n + = C n C\ Ker(e) for every positive integer n. Then it is easy to see that C n + = {x -e(x)a\x Ç C n } and C n = Ka © C n + (for details, see [7] ). LEMMA 1. Let (C, A, e) be a pointed irreducible coalgebra over K and a the group-like element. Then P a n (C) = L a n (C) = C n + for every positive integer n; hence C n = Ka ®P a n (C) = Ka ®L a n (C) and C = Ka ®L a°°( C).
Proof. We show P a n (C) C L a n (C) C C n + C P a n (C) for any positive integer n. Using the fact that L a
for all/ G C*}, one sees easily that P a n (C) C L a n (C). To prove the second inclusion, let x be any element of L a n (C). Then
..i s (® S OL (g)A n -s x).
On the other hand
Thus it is clear that x G C^. Also we know that e(x) = 0 (Proposition 1). Thus x £ C n C\ Ker(e) = C n + . Since x is an arbitrary element of L a n (C)> we have L a n (C) C C n + . Finally we prove the third inclusion by induction on n.
If n = 1, it is known that G = Ka ®L a l (C) [ Thus s 6 P a n (C). Since s is any element of C w + , we conclude C n + C P a n (C). (6) is also known (Corollary 1 of Theorem 1). (6) = (7) since one sees easily that (2) C (7) C (6). Since (7) C (8) C (9) is easily seen, to complete the proof it suffices to show (9) C (4). Let x be any element of (9) and assume Ax = a(g)X + x(g)a + X)?=i Ji ® **> where {Zi}?=i is a linearly independent set. Since
for all/ G C*j we see y t g L a w_1 (C) for all i (by picking proper/'s). Thus This implies e(x)a = 0, hence e(x) = 0. Thus x £ C n C\ Ker(e). Since x is any element of (9), we have (9) C (4).
Remark. For any coalgebra C, we can write down its pointed irreducible
. By virtue of Theorem 1, we know pretty well the structure of C a . If C is the direct sum of its pointed irreducible components (e.g., C is pointed and cocommutative), we have c= Z ®{Ka@L c r{c)). 
